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1: What is the Smart Healthcare Agility Management

- The aim of this study = > Promotion of Smart Healthcare Agility Management for Pre-Patient who might have medical risks factors (PPF)

- The Smart Healthcare Agility Management features self-synchronized care and shared situation awareness for Pre-Patient between home care and medical hospital as the complex endeavors as the health of community.
2: Why Agility Balancing Coherency Exercise can make a good way of thinking?

- The Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise ➔ Effective tool of The Smart Healthcare Agility Management
- The theory of SHAM supports and accelerates the one’s motivations when he or she is tries to assist others and achieve large goal.
- The Health of Community is also one of components of the human society, where very average person challenging to achieve an impossible would stimulate the others and to follow him by the inner mechanism of self-synchronization.
3: Generic Guideline for Agility Balancing Coherency Exercise

- Agility Balancing Coherency Exercise ➔ To nurture the agility power of individual is something applicable in every aspect of life.

- Basic Concept of Method for Agility Balancing Coherency Exercise ➔ Establishing “Tojisha Doctorine (TJD) among the participants such as Pre-Patients or office-workers and more others.
4: Social Performance Conviviality for the Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise

- TJD consist at first patient’s own parties.
- Also TJD complex endeavors TJD include
  1. Family of the patient,
  2. Patients’ friend who wish to recovery the patient illness,
  3. medical staffs who treat remedy with best remedy,
  4. healthcare public servants,
  5. private factor volunteer’s,
  6. industries of medicines,
  7. public communications including contents suppliers through internet/web technologies,
  8. Pharmaceutical manufacturers group to understand the pathology of the patient,
  9. Mass communicator to understand the social uniqueness of the specific patient
  10. Educational institutions system group to which the patient will be involved.
Agility Point for Humanitarian Support

- Through the study of human being history of philosophy, it might often be discussing the terminology of program have been which man/woman wants to rescue others with no receiving the due remuneration of his/her deeds. However, at our present day, it is not routinely used terminology Sublime-noble-minded nature or virtue in daily
Resilient Agility Method

- There are Tying Agility Flowing Program to encourage PPF to the behavior of virtue among method of the Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise.
- The Tying Agility Flowing Program is one of a workaround for the Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise to be proceeding even when PPF might be weariness during the training.
Closed Agility Exercise

This Figure 8 shows, before starting this training, each participant as 5 member of the team should discuss and raise motivation of awareness for achieving successful results in the space of AAA. In the area of BB, each participants as 5 persons of the Team should decide how to succeed this training and then starting. Also in shown figure-8- in the area of C it tells us the meaning of performance area where five participants moves while pressing each other to balance that ball size about one meter or less in diameter.
Through the discussions with PPF, Resilient Agility Efficacy Tutor should be recorded what kind of wishes of humanitarian support or assistance in the study field of “health risk management” of human security engineering science. There are “Closed Agility Course and Open Agility Course” which Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise perform to each of five steps, PPF can be training with fun according to the manner of conviviality.
Theory of Smart Healthcare Agility

- This Figure 9 shows us the drawing of SHAM theory and relationship on Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise of the in overall view of it.

- It is the main characteristic of protocol of Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise that action by TJD: “Tojisha doctrine” the sense of ownership can be made to encourage practice PPF in a manner by agility action. Mission of Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise is to make the custom of PPF being able to start TJD: “Tojisha doctrine” the sense of ownership to begin Self-Synchronization first. Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise is social behavioral medicine and it is the main purposes that PPF is in charge of medical treatment as TJD: “Tojisha doctrine” the sense of ownership.
Conclusion: Possibilities of extraterritoriality on the theory of Smart Healthcare Agility Management

- Human-being athletic ability and mental toughness reinforcement capability ➔ the results of health engineering, Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise performs to suit the training of how awareness of cooperation with the others and their own as a result of brain science. PPF cultivates healthy mental toughness and Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise is training of improvement in Agility capability.

- The methodology on the theory of SHAM ➔ To spread internationally as opposed to use only country in future has the “system of extraterritoriality Healthcare.” Owing to the useful results of "health engineering", "human security engineering" and "sports medicine", this study has introduced new concept of theory of SHAM and its training method of Agility Balancing Coherence Exercise by PPF/TJD.